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ISF was founded to supply elevator equipments for use in the modernization of existing elevators and in new elevator design. Our first company has been established in 1973 as Uzay Teknik Co-operation in province of İstanbul. After having experiences nearly 44 years in especially in manufacturing and construction industry, we decided become an entrepreneur, our company name was changed to ISF Elevator and Engineering Company, with Uzay Teknik removed, to make even greater strides as a global company.

Our experiences involve the design elevator systems and supply all components and spare parts for lifts. Our main target is to dedicate our experiences to industry as engineering design and customer support. We set up a marketing team including qualified staffs. Our company, registered officially was ready to meet the demand of the existing lift industry and to contribute to the development of new cities.

We expanded our operations outside Turkey as part of our aim to be a global company. We are sure that we will continue to be appreciated by our customers and look forward to continuing our partnership well into the future. We’re able to meet the diverse needs of the most demanding customers and also have the ability to offer a unique solution to our clients.

Our central aim is to offer flexibility, innovation, and respect to our costumers.
ISF Elevator supplies all types of complete elevator for traction and hydraulic systems that are compatible with machine room and machine roomless systems. Our solutions provide practical solutions that will be suitable for all types of shaft for new or modernization projects. ISF offers an ideal solution for every project and supplies all the components of the elevators.
ISF Elevator supplies all types of elevator controllers that are compatible with MR & MRL systems with parallel or serial connections. Moreover, controllers for two speed and VVVF motors also for hydraulic systems can be supplied by our company.
Cabin Model: ISF-102
Coating of wall: Hairline St. Steel
Floor: PVC
Ceiling: Hairline St. Steel

Cabin Model: ISF-309
Coating of wall: Hairline St. Steel
Details of Wall: Super Mirror St. Steel
Floor: PVC
Ceiling: Hairline St. Steel
Cabin Model: ISF-107
Coating of wall: Laminate
Details of Wall: Hairline St. Steel
Floor: Granite
Ceiling: Hairline St. Steel

Cabin Model: ISF-105
Coating of wall: Hairline St. Steel
Details of Wall: Super Mirror St. Steel
Floor: Granite
Ceiling: Hairline St. Steel
Cabins

Cabin Model: ISF-301
Coating of wall: Painted Glass
Details of Wall: Hairline St. Steel
Floor: Granite
Ceiling: Hairline St. Steel

Cabin Model: ISF-209
Coating of wall: Super Mirror St. Steel
Details of Wall: Gold Mirror St. Steel
Floor: Granite
Ceiling: Super Mirror St. Steel
Cabin Model: ISF-501
Coating of wall: Glass Covering
Details of Wall: Glass Covering
Floor: Granite
Ceiling: Glass Covering

Cabin Model: ISF-308
Coating of wall: Artificial Leather Covering
Details of Wall: Super Mirror St. Steel
Floor: Granite
Ceiling: Super Mirror St. Steel

www.isfelevator.com
Cabin Model: ISF-501
Coating of wall: Hairline St. Steel
Details of Wall: -
Floor: PVC
Ceiling: Hairline St. Steel

Cabin Model: ISF-601
Coating of wall: ESP Painted
Details of Wall: ESP Painted
Floor: Etching Plate
Ceiling: ESP Painted
ISF Elevator Company offers all types of doors for elevators with the best quality and suitable price.
All motors compatible with MR and MRL systems, both for gear or gearless transmission types. Elevator Motors have low weight, protected encoder, and energy efficiency with the highest levels of performance.
Controller Spare Parts

ARL-700 Controller Card
ADrive Speed Controller Unit
KM-10 Door Controller Card

ARL-300 Controller Card
ARCODE Integrated Control Unit
ARL-500 Controller Card

RK-71 Inspection Box
AREM
EK-1 Hand Terminal
FX_Seri

LCD240128
Lift Media
Dot-Matrix
All part of the disabled lifts can be provided by ISF Elevator according to European Standards. Since our philosophy is: human life is more important and valuable than anything else our engineers offer a new projects for every solution with an appropriate price.
Other Materials
Suppling All over the world
ISF Asansör İnşaat Elektrik Elektronik Mühendislik İthalat Ihracat Ltd. Şti.
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W: www.isfelevator.com